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Let X, be the Brownian motion in iwd. The random set r= {(t,,..., t,, z): 
X,, = ... =A’,“==} in Wd+n is empty as. except in the following cases: (a) n= 1, 
d = 1,2 ,...; (b) d = 2, n = 2, 3 ,...; (c) d= 3, n = 2. In each of these cases, a family of 
random measures M, concentrated on r is constructed (A takes values in a certain 
class of measures on W’). Measures M, characterize the time-space location of self- 
intersections for Brownian paths. If n = d = 1, then Ml(dt, dz) = I(dz) N,(df) where 
N1 is the local time at Z. In the case n = 2, the set r can be identified with the set of 
Brownian loops. The measure Mi. “explodes” on the diagonal {t, = t2} and, to 
study small loops, a random distribution which regularizes M, is constructed. 
‘(> 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The existence of self-intersections for the Brownian path in R* 
and R3 and the absence of self-intersections in Rd for d> 3 were established 
by Dvoretzky, Erdiis and Kakutani in [2] and [3]. Interest in this subject 
increased significantly after Symanzik suggested in [14] a model of the 
Euclidean quantum field as a “gas” of Brownian paths which interact only 
when they cross. A number of authors (Varadhan [lS], Wolpert [16], 
Brydges, Friihlich and Spencer [ 11) contributed to rigorous implemen- 
tation of Symanzik’s idea. The occupation field for symmetric Markov 
processes as a tool in field theory has also been studied in a series of papers 
cs-81. 
Symbolically, the occupation field can be written as 
T, = 1’ 6,(X,) dt 
0 
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where i is the death-time of the process and 6, is Dirac’s function at z. In 
[6] and [7] a relation between T, and a certain Gaussian field has been 
established, and in [8] this relation has been used to study polynomials of 
Tr 
In the present paper we investigate generalized random fields 
WC,). . . fw-,J (*) 
The theory of the field 6,(X,) (corresponding to n = 1) is equivalent to the 
theory of positive additive functionals of Markov processes studied by 
many authors. The principal result of this theory is stated in Theorem 1.1 
in the form most convenient for generalization. The fields (*) for n > 1 are 
constructed in Theorem 1.2. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved in Section 2 
and Sections 3, respectively. 
A different kind of local time 
WC, - Xt,) w&, - X,,) . . . bd~,” - X,“_,) 
has been considered by Wolpert [ 173, Geman, Horowitz and Rosen [lo] 
and Rosen [ 131. The field 
has been studied earlier by Varadhan [15]. 
If X, is the Brownian motion in Iw*, then the field (*) has singularities on 
all hyper-planes ti = tj. The main part of the paper is devoted to the 
problem of regularization: to compensate singularities by subtracting from 
(*) terms of lower degree. In the case n = 2 the answer is given by the for- 
mula 
6&f,) 6,(X,) - (2x It - 4 )-’ ~,Gfs h ,I. (***) 
By integrating with respect to z we get the regularization of 6,(X,-X,) 
suggested first by Varadhan in [ 151. For n > 2 the answer is not known. 
(Some hints can be obtained from the theory of polynomials of the field T, 
(see Cf31)J 
Results on regularization are stated in Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 and 
they are proved in Sections 4 and 5. In particular, we evaluate all n-point 
functions of the field (***). 
There exists a similarity between the regularization studied in this paper 
and the regularization used to construct the &j field. However, there is an 
important difference: in the Markovian case we deal with a family of 
measures on the space of paths which correspond to various initial and 
final probability distributions (i.e., the various conditions on the birth and 
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the death of the process). The regularization must be independent of the 
measure in the family. For this reason, it is impossible to imitate the 
definition of Wick’s product which involves the orthogonal projection. 
Additional comments and more detail about the relation of this paper to 
the previous work are contained in the concluding Section 6. 
1.2. The Brownian motion in Rd is a Markov process with the 
transition function 
Pk B) = jB PrcG Y) 44) (1.1) 
where m is the Lebesgue measure and the transition density p,(x, y) is 
defined by the formula 
p,(x, y) = (2nt)-@ e-ly-x12/*r. (1.2) 
We put PAX, Y) = 0 for t G 0, P(S, x; t, Y) = pt-Ax, Y), 
g,“(x, Y)= I >; e-%,(x, Y) & O<S<U<cO (1.3) 
and we write g” for g;;, g, for g,” and g for g: . 
We denote by 52 the space of all continuous mappins o from R to lRd 
and by Q, the space of all continuous mappings from R, = [0, co) to Rd. 
The sets {w: o(t) E B) where B are Bore1 sets in R” and t E RP generate a 
a-algebra P in Q. Analogous sets with t restricted to R, generate a 
u-algebra P+ in Q + . There exists a measure P on (52, 9) and a family of 
measures P,, XE Rd on (Sz + , 9+) such that, for all Bore1 sets B, ,..., B,, 
and all t, < ... < t,ER, 
P{O(tl)EBI,...,O(t,)EB,} (1.4) 
= c 1 . . . dx,p(t,,x,; t2,~2)dx2...dx,-1P(tn~1,x,-l;t,,x,)dx, 
. JBI J& 
and, for all t,< ... <t,cR+, 
P,(W) E B1v.v dt,) E B,} (1.5) 
= 
I s 
. . . 
A09 x; t,, Xl 1 
Bl B” 
x dx, p(tl, x1 ; t,, ~2) . . . dx n~1P(tn-1,xn-,;tn,xn)dxn. 
For the sake of brevity we write dx for m(dx). To every measure 2 on Rd 
there corresponds a measure P, = j P,i(dx). 
580’62,‘3-5 
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As usual, we put X,(o) = o(t). 
A Radon measure on a locally compact topological space E is a measure 
which is defined on the Bore1 a-algebra aE and is finite on all compact sets. 
Suppose that, for every o E Q, a Radon measure ~(w, *) is given and that, 
for every BE BE, /J( ., B) is an F-measurable function. Then we say that p 
is a random Radon measure on E. 
We denote by C& 0 <k < co, the set of all functions f of class Ck with 
compact supports. Writing ‘fn -+ f in C$” means that all fn vanish outside a 
common compact set and partial derivatives of f, of orders up to k con- 
verge uniformly to the corresponding partials off: 
1.3. THEOREM 1.1. Let i be a measure on E = [Wd such that 
11412 = 14dx) gk Y) 4&l < ~0 (1.6) 
and let 
M;(f)=j il(dz)dtp,(z,X,)f(t,X,). (1.7) 
There exists a random Radon measure MA on iw x E such that 
MAf)=~~ M”,(f) in L’(P) (1.8) 
for every f E C, = Ci. One can choose a sequence ~~ 10 and a P-null set Q0 in 
such a way that 
M,( f ) = lim Mik( f ) 
We have: 
for all w 4 51, and all f E Co. (1.9) 
1.3.A. For every o ~52, MA is concentrated on the set {(t, z): 
X,(o) = z}. 
1.3.B. If 2 = a,;i, + a2A2, a,, a2200, 11~~11, 11~211 < ~0, then II41 < ~0 
and M, = a 1 MA, + a2 MA, P-a.s. 
1.3.C. For every positive Bore1 function f, 
PMJ f )* = j- I(dz) A(dz’) dt dt’f(t, z) f(t’, z’) P,~,-~,(z, z’). 
1.3.D. Zf /(1-d,\\ +O and f,-f in C,, then M,,(fn)+MA(f) in 
L2( P). 
1.3.E. Zf l(B) = 0, then M,( ., B) = 0 P-a.s. 
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1.3.F. For every positive Bore1 function f, 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2. 
It follows from 1.3.A that 
1 MA(d4 dz) At, z) = j MA& dz) f(t, J-0 = [ N,(dt) At, J-,1 (1.10) 
where 
N,( dt) = M,( dt, E). (1.11) 
Therefore all results on measures M, can be formulated in terms of N,. 
If d = 1, then the measure v,(B) = lB(z) satisfies dition (1.6) and 
N, = NV; is the local time at point z. We note that N, = I(dz) N, and, by 
(1.11), 
j- MA& dz) At, z) = j- 4dz) N;(dt) At, X,) = j- 4dz) N,(dt) At, z). 
Hence M,(dt, dz) = l(dz) Nz(dt). 
1.4. By (1.4), 
where 
x(t,, x,1= 1, 
n-l 
Xttl, xl;...; tn, xn)= n Pfti, xi; ti+L, xi+l) for t, < 
1=1 
“dx, (1.12) 
(1.13) 
<t,,n>1 
and it is invariant under all permutations of pairs (tl, x,),..., (t,, x,). It is 
natural to interpret x as a function on the space of all nonempty finite sub- 
sets in [w x E. 
We note that, for n > 1, 
x(t1, x;...; t,, x) = (27c-4’ K-l 
where K is a symmetric function of t I ,..., t, such that 
Ic= {(t,- t,)-.(t,-tt,p,)}d’2 for t, < ... <tn. 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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We denote by L the intersection of L&(P) over all k> 2 and we write 
“Y,+YinL”or“Y=LimY,“ifP~Y-Y,~k-+Oforallk~2. 
Let A be a measure on E = Rd. We put i E /i if A is finite and has a boun- 
ded density with respect to m. 
1.5. THEOREM 1.2. Let d< 2 and let n be a positive integer. To 
every II E A there corresponds a random Radon measure MA on ([w x E)” such 
that 
M,(rcf) = f; M”,(lcf) for all f E C, (1.16) 
where 
M;(f)=/ J(dz) fi dti Ps(Z, X,)f(t,, X,1;...; tn, Xtnh (1.17) 
i 
There exist a sequence Ed JO and a P-null set 52, such that 
M,(lcf)=limM;k(lcf) for all o$Q, and all f ECo. (1.18) 
We have: 
1.5.A. For every ~EQ, M, is concentrated on the set 
{(t, z): A-,,= ... =xt,=zl = ... =z,}. 
1.5.B. If A=a,A,+a,ll,, a,,a,>O, I,, &GA, then M,= 
a, M,, + a2 MA1 P-a.s. 
1.5.C. For all A ,,..., A, E A and all positive Bore1 functions fi ,..., fk, 
Pfi M,t,(fi)=j x{t,z}f(t,z)J(dz)dt (1.19) 
I 
where {t, z} means a subset in 174 x E which consists of kn points 
ttq, zi), i = l,..., k; j = l,..., n 
and where 
(1.20) 
f(tY z, = JJ fXti,v zi;..-; t&y zj), 
i=l 
A(dz)= fi l;(dzi), dt = h fi dt,. (1.21) 
i=l i=l j=l 
1.5.D. If fn + f in C,, then M,(rcf,,) + MI(tcf) in L. 
1.5.E. If I is concentrated on B, then M, is concentrated on the set 
{(t, z): A-,, = ... =X,,=zl= ... =z,EB}. 
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Remark 1. For n = 1, Theorem 1.2 holds with K = 1. 
Remark 2. Suppose that a function f, E Co is given for every sufficiently 
small s>O. If f,-f in C, as ~10, then (1.16) and (1.18) hold with f 
replaced by f, in the right sides. Theorem 1.1 can be extended in the same 
way. (No substantial change in proof is needed.) 
1.6. It follows from 1.5.A that the measure NJ&) = M,(&, E”) is 
concentrated on the set r= (t: X,, = . . . = X,“} and that 
(1.22) 
for every positive Bore1 function f on R” x E 
The random set r describes all points of multiplicity n for the Brownian 
path. We investigate in more detail the case n = 2. In this case r can be 
interpreted as the set of all Brownian loops. It is non-trivial only for d < 4. 
We concentrate on the case d = 2. 
1.7. Put 9 = CF (KY*). A random L-valued distribution @ is a con- 
tinuous linear mapping f + @(f ) from 9 to L. 
Let ~9~ consist of all functions f(s, t) of class 9 which vanish on the set 
{s = t). Formula f + N1( f ) defines a continuous linear mapping from $&, 
to L. We can not extend it to a random L-valued distribution. However, 
we construct a random L-valued distribution @ and a random measure nA 
(of a simpler nature than N,) such that N,( f ) = QA( f ) + ni( f ) for all 
f E% 
THEOREM 1.3. Let X, be a Brownian motion in E= [w* and let 
@xc t) =PEk X3) PAZ? x,1 -Ph, x, A ,I PI,-,I +ZE(Z, z), (1.23) 
‘f’% t) = PAZ> x,) PAZ, X,1 - PAZ, x, I\ ,) plr-sl +e(z, X., ,, ,I. (1.24) 
Put 
Q;(f) = j” 4dz) ds dt @;(s, t) f(s, t) (1.25) 
and deJine Y;( f ) by an analogous formula with @i replaced by !P;. 
There exists a random L-valued distribution cD~ such that 
@i(f )=L$J @i(f )=L&J y?(f) (1.26) 
for all f l 9, 
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For all 1, ,.,., jlk E A and all fi ,..., fk E 9, 
P fi @i,(fi)=S fi fitsi, ti) Ai(dzi) dsidtiuk(sv t, 2). (1.27) 
i=l i=l 
If all numbers sl, t, ;...; sk, tk are different and if rl < . . . < rZk are these 
numbers put in monotone order, then 
Vk(s, t, Z) = n P(rj- 13 wj- 1; rj, wj) 
i6 9 
X n [P(rj-1, Wj-2;rj, Wj)-P(rj-2, wj-2;r,j3 W)1.(1.28) 
JEY 
Here j takes values 2,..., 2k and, ifsi A ti = rai, si v ti = rb,, then w,, = wb, = zi 
andY={j: thereexistsisuch thata,=j-2,bi=j-1). 
In particular, 
v2(s, t,z)=p(s,, z1;s2, z2) Ph z,; t,, z,) 
x P(tl, z1; t,, z2) for s,<s,<t,<t,, 
=o for s,-ctcs2-ct2, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
XPb,, z,; t,, z2) for s,-cs2-ct2ctl. (1.28a) 
[The function v2 is invariant with respect to 8 permutations of sl, t,, 
s2, t, and therefore 24 orderings can be reduced to three listed in (1.28a).] 
1.8. It is convenient to describe MA, @A and related random fields 
in terms of Dirac’s &function. We write 
MJdt, dz)=l(dz) S&Y,,)... S=(X,J dt, ... dt,, 
@Af I= j-f@, t) @As, t) ds dt, 
@As, t) = j- 4dz) @As, t), 
@As, t) = 6,(X,) 6,(X,) - (2n It - 4 1-l 6,(X, h ,). 
Here @,(s, t) is a generalized function in s, t and @Js, t) is a generalized 
function in z, s, t. 
Further development of this symbolism is described in the following ver- 
sion of Theorem 1.3. 
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THEOREM 1.4. A generalized random field 
@AS> t) = 6,(X,) J,(X,) - 4% t) Sz(X, A ,I 
can be defined for 
(1.29) 
r(s, t)=(27E It-.Y[)-‘+q(s, t) 
where q(s, t) is an arbitrary continuous function. Namely, let 
@4(h t) = PAZ, x.J PAZ, X,1 - r,(s, t) PAZ, x, A ,) 
where 
( 1.29a) 
(1.30) 
rE(s, t) = (2x( It - SI + 2~))-’ + qc(s, t) (1.31) 
and qE(s, t) is continuous for s, t E R, 06 E< Q, and q,,(s, t)= q(s, t). We 
define @*(f ) by formula (1.25). The limit 
@;(.f)=$ywf, (1.32) 
exists for every il E A, f E 9 and it does not depend on the choice of rE(s, t). 
We write 
QI( f) = j" I(dz) ds dt @-(s, t). 
If $.,(s, t) corresponds, by formula (1.29), to ?(s, t), then 
h(f)-@i(f)=~ 6 t) d,W,,,)f(s, 2) A(dz) dsdt (1.33) 
= s F(s) N,(ds) 
with 
a(s, t) = ?(s, t) - r(s, t) = q(s, t) - q(s, t), 
F(s)=[~ Cats, t)f(s, t)+a(t, s)f(t, s)ldt. 
s 
(1.34) 
1.9. We apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 to investigate the limit 
behaviour of 
Y, = j 4dz) ds dt pE(z, x,) pE(z, X,) f 0, t) 
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as E JO. Suppose that f(s, t) = F(s) H(t - s) with F and H in CF(R’). We 
note that 
Y, = @“n(f) + 2c, j- I(dz) ds pE(z, X3) F(s) ds 
where aj$( f ) is defined by (1.25) and 
c, = .r,x ;(nu+c)pl H(u)~c,,=~?bxn-‘H(u)u~‘du as ~10. 
If c0 < co, then, by (1.8) and (1.26), 
I$ Y, = @A(f) + 2c, j” F(s) N,(ds). (1.35) 
If c0 = co, then 
L&I Ye/c,=2 j F(s)N,(ds). (1.36) 
1.10. A-positive Bore1 function h is called u-excessive if, for every x, 
e-“’ j P~(x, 4) KY) t 4 x as tJ0. If a u-excessive function h is finite m-a.e. 1 
and if a measure p is finite, then there exists a measure Pi on the space of 
paths such that, for all 0 < t, < . .. < t, and all Bore1 sets Bi,..., B,, 
where P is defined by ( 1.4) and 
rl,(c x) = j. cl(dz) pt(z> xl+ (1.38) 
(Now we consider paths o(t) defined on open intervals (0, {) where 
i E (0, +co] depends on o. We put o(t) = a where 8 is a point not in E and 
we extend all functions on E by putting f(a) = 0. As usual, X,(w) = w(t).) 
It follows from (1.37) that, for every 0 < s < t, C E F(s, t), 
Pi( C, i > t) = s q,(s, X,) h(X,) e-“‘P(dw).’ (1.39) 
c 
Using this formula, it is possible to choose the exceptional set Q, in 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in such a way that Pi(Q,) = 0 for all p, h. Moreover 
’ Here F(s, t) is the u-algebra in the space of paths generated by A’,, s i u < t. 
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under mild assumptions on h, Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 can be extended to 
a larger than A class of measures 2 which consists of all i with bounded 
densities with respect to m. The measure m belongs to 2 but not to A. In 
particular, we prove the following variant of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let @; and Y; be defined by (1.23), (1.24). For every 
measure A E A, there exists a random variable @A such that 
t’n& P;pJqf)-@“l(f‘)]*=;g Ppqf)- Y;(fy=O (1.40) 
for all k >, 1, for all finite measures p and for all v-excessive functions h such 
that p( 1) < cc and m(h2) < CO. 
For every A, ,..., A, E ii and all fi ,..., fk E 9, 
Pi fi @J.,(J)=! fi fi(si, ti) li(dz;) dsi dti q,(r,, z,,) e-“rlU”k(s, t, Z) H 
,=I i= 1 
(1.41) 
where qp is given by (1.38), iTk is given by (1.28) with pI(x, y) replaced by 
bdx, Y) = ep”‘pt(4 Y) (1.42) 
H= NW,,,) - h(wrBm,) if (r2k - 1, r2k) = (ai, bi) for some i, 
H= NW,,) otherwise. (1.43) 
To every measure v on E there corresponds a v-excessive function 
h(x) = iom dt cur [ p,(x, y) v(dy). (1.44) 
We have 
m(h2) 6 (271~)~’ v(E) < CO if v(E)<oc, and u>O, 
P;(l) = Ah) = lam dt e-“’ 1 ,4dx) PAX, y) v(dy). (1.45) 
We note that ,u(h) < 00 if, for instance, v has a bounded density with 
respect to m or if p is concentrated at x and v is concentrated at y # x (in 
the latter case, the normalized measure Pt can be interpreted as the 
probability law of the Brownian motion with constant killing rate v con- 
ditioned to start from x and to be terminated at JJ). 
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1.11. If @z is defined by (1.23), then 
@Z,,(f) = j- CP#~, X,1 - r(s, t)l fh t) ds dt (1.46) 
and therefore it is natural to write 
(1.47) 
where 6 = 6, is Dirac’s function at point 0. This field is defined for every 
r(s, t) of the form (1.29a). 
Theorem 1.2 for n = 2, A = m yields 
=M,(Kf)=j 
for allfEC,, k> 1 
relation by writing 
dz(~f)(s, x,; 2, X,) 6,(x,) 6,(X,) in Lk(Pi) (1.48) 
and all p, h described in Theorem 1.5. We interpret this 
6(X,-X,) =6,(X,) = J dz 6,(X,) S&x-,). (1.49) 
2. LOCAL TIMES 
2.1. In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
P(X) = j gk Y) 44). (2.1) 
Under condition ( 1.6) 
e-‘PAdX,) G J-(P) < a, (2.2) 
A is a Radon measure and the family p(X,), 0 < t < 1, is uniformly integrable 
with respect to P,. For every f E C,, the ratio f/p is bounded. 
Prooj Let e be the a-algebra in ~2 generated by X,, s d t, and let 
Y,=e-‘p(X,). For every I, (Y,, Et;, P,),,, is a supermartingale and 
PAY,,< P, Y,,=A(p). Hence (1.6) implies (2.2). The family Y,, O< t G 1, is 
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uniformly PA-integrable by Theorem 21 of Chapter V in [ 1 l] (the proof 
holds for infinite measures). The rest of the lemma follows from the fact 
that p is strictly positive and lower semicontinuous and therefore it attains 
a strictly positive minimum on every compact set. 
2.2. We note that 
~wcm4;m=2 J,,,:, il(dz) l(dz’) dr dt’pe(z, x) pEs(z’, x’) 
x dx dx’ p,r ~ ,(x, x’) f( t, x) f( t’, x’). 
Let us fix an c1 >O and split the domain of the integral into two parts 
{ 0 < t’ - t < IX} and {t’ - t > c( ). We denote the corresponding two integrals 
I, and rm. 
For f~ C,, 
II,1 < cf s A(dz) g,“$;s+“‘(z, z’) A(dz’) 
where cr depends only on f: By (1.16), the right side is arbitrarily small if M 
is sufliciently small. 
On the other hand, 
1:,=2 1 i ,,-,>.~,,-r(X,,~,)f(t,X,)f(t’,X~,)dtdt’dPndP~ 
where (X,, Pi) and (X;,P;,) are independent Brownian motions with the 
initial law A. Since pU(x, y) is bounded in the domain u > u > 0, we have, by 
Lemma 2.1, uniform integrability, and passage to the limit under the 
integral sign is legitimate. Hence 
lim PM”,(f) M:(f) 
&,&’ 10 
= s i(dz) l(dz’) dt dt’plt~-,,(z, z’)f(t, z)f(t’, z’). (2.3) 
It follows from (2.3) that the limit 
iiiicf)=p& W(f) in L*(P) 
exists and PM,(f)2 equals the integral in 1.3.C. 
2.3. We construct a countable everywhere dense subset W in 
CO(Rn) with the property: 
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lfpk is a sequence of measures on [w” and iflim pk( f ) exists for all f E W, 
then there is a unique Radon measure p such that p( f ) = lim pk( f ) for all 
f E Co (i.e., ,uk converges vaguely to p). 
We consider a sequence of open sets UJ I?’ with compact closures Vi 
and we choose, for every i, a positive function hiE C, which is strictly 
positive on Vi. Let W be a countable everywhere dense subset of Co which 
contains h,, h,,.... Let lim pk( f ) exist for all f E W and let f E C,. There 
exist an integer i and a sequence f, E W such that f, + f uniformly and 
{f,#f}cVi. We note that cr,=sup,,If-f,,j/hi-+O as n-tco. Since 
lpk( f) - pk( fn)l 6 u,pk(hi), the existence of lim p,J f) follows from the 
existence of lim pk( f,,) and lim pk(hi). The limit is a positive linear form on 
C, and it determines a measure ,U by the Riesz theorem. 
2.4. We note that M”,(f) is the integral of f with respect to the 
measure 
W(B) = j dt A(dz) PAZ, X,) 1 At, X,1. (2.4) 
Let W be a subset of C,(lR”+ ‘) constructed in Subsection 2.3. It follows 
from (2.4) and (1.6) that there exists a P-null set Q2, and a sequence Ek 10 
such that 
a,(~, f ) = lim AQ(w, f ) < co for all f E Wand all w$Q,. (2.5) 
Hence, for every w $Q,, there exists a unique Radon measure 
M,(u, dt, dz) such that 
M,(o, f ) = f@,(u, f ) = lim M;k(o, f ) for all f E C,. (2.6) 
We put M, = 0 for o $ Q,. It follows from (2.4) and (2.6) that the random 
Radon measure M, satisfies conditions (1.8) and (1.9). 
2.5. Let F(t, x, JJ) belong to C&R x E*). Then the function 
fi(t, z) = F(t, z, z) belongs to C,( Iw x E) and so does f2(t, z) = F(t, z, X,(w)) 
for every w E Sz. If w E Q,, then 
j Mik(w, dt, dz) fi(t> X,(W)) + j MJ.(~, dt, dz) fi(t, z), i= 1, 2. 
Since fi(t, X,(o)) = F(t, X,(o), X,(w)) = fi(t, X,(o), o), we have 
j- Ml(o, dt, dz) F(t, z, z) = j M,(w, dt, dz) I;(t, z, X,(o)). (2.7) 
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This identity can be extended in a routine way to all positive Bore1 
functions F. Taking F = 1 x + v, we get that M, is concentrated on {X, = z} 
for P-almost all o. By extending the exceptional set Q2,, we modify M, to 
satisfy 1.3.A. 
2.6. Property 1.3.B follows from (1.8). Bounded functions f for 
which 1.3.C holds form a linear space which contains C, and which is 
closed under monotone convergence. Hence it contains all positive Bore1 
functions. Property 1.3.D follows from 1.3.C. We get 1.3.E by applying 
1.3.c to f(t, z) = 1 A(f) 1 B(z). 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1, we note that, for every f~ C,(R x E), 
h E Co(E), 
where 
is bounded and continuous. Passing to the limit as E JO (the uniform 
integrability follows from Lemma 2.1), we get 
PM,(f) 4x0) = j l(dz) CA f(f, z) fJ(f, z). (2.8) 
If h 7 1, then Hf 1 and therefore (2.8) implies 1.3.E. 
3. MULTIPLE LOCAL TIMES 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. We 
consider kn Brownian motions Xy in E such that, for every i= l,..., k, 
x”= . . . = Xt has the law & and XV are conditionally independent given 
Xi. The joint law for the processes X” is the product measure 
P = IP;, x .’ * x PI;, where p;, = s &(dz) P, x . . . x P, (n factors). We note 
that, in notations (1.21), 
(3.1) 
where 
K(t)= fj qt. Ll,.“, tin) (3.2) 
i= 1 
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and {t, Xc} is a random set in R! x E with the elements 
(tij, Jf[), i = l,,,., k, j = l,..., n. 
We prove that 
f: P i M@jJ)==\ x(t, z} rc(t)f(t, z) I(dz) Lit. 
i= 1 
(3.3) 
Since the integrand tends to x{ t, X0} f(t, X0) K(t), it is sufficient to prove 
the uniform integrability. 
Let + be a l-l mapping from the set { 1, 2,..., kn} to the set of pairs (i,j), 
i=l,..., k, j=l,..., n. We put $(a) = (i,, j,) and we denote by U, the 
indicator function of the set {t: t+L(1) < . . . < tSckn)}. We note that 
kn-1 
x(4x> u,= n ra, 
where 
x(t) u, = n (t $(a+ 1) - t$(,y h(t) asp 
To = P&@)T x*(a); $(a+ l), Xti(a+ 1) 1, d={ a:i,=i,+,} 
and h is a continuous function. Since f(t, x) vanishes outside a compact set 
C and since p(s, x; U, y)(u - s)~‘* is bounded, we have 
x(4 z> x(t) If(4 XII U, d cona lc(4 x) fl 7, (3.4) 
ae9 
with a = {l,..., kn - 1 }\d, 
Ju=b expC-(t9(n+1)-t~(,))l. 
Let Vb,p be the indicator function of the set (t: tScb+ i) < tlLcb) + /I}. It 
follows from (3.4) that, for every b E 9, 
I dt x{t, xl Jdt) If(t, XII u, Vb,S 
6 const gp(xe(bjy xticb + 1) 1n &,,a,> x$(0+ 1)). aetO 
a#b 
This estimate and Holder’s inequality imply that 
(3.5) 
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does not exceed the product of strictly positive powers of the integrals 
and 
~[~B(~-ti’b’, Xti(b+ 1) 
&i(b) h(b+l) )I” (3.7) 
Integrals (3.6) are bounded as E JO (see [S, Lemma 3.11). For all e1 ,..., E,, 
the integral (3.7) is not larger than 
(3.8) 
Hence, if /I is sufficiently small, then all integrals (3.5) are uniformly small. 
On the other hand, the right side in (3.3) is uniformly bounded in each 
region { t: tScn + 1) 2 tti(,) + /I} for all a 4 A. Since C U* = 1 for almost all t, 
this implies the uniform integrability in (3.1). 
3.2. It follows from (3.3) that, for every f~ C,,, there exists a limit 
K(f) = I$ W(xf). 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we construct a random 
Radon measure fi, on [w” x E” such that A,( f ) = fi,( f ) for all f E Co 
P-a.s. The measure MA(dt, dz) = rc(t))’ ti,(dr, dz) satisfies (1.18), (1.19) 
and 1.5.C. 
It is clear from (1.19) that PM,(f)2=0 if f(t,,x;...;t,,x)=O for all 
x E E. Hence, for P-almost all o, the measure M, is concentrated on the set 
{x,= ... =x,}. Suppose that 1 is concentrated on B. Then PM,( f )2 = 0 
for f = 1 - 1,(x,). Therefore MA is, P-a.s., concentrated on (x1 E B}. 
Using the same argument as in Subsection 2.5, we show that (2.7) holds 
for every positive Bore1 function F on R” x E2” and we get that, for 
P-almost all o, MA is concentrated on {X,, = z1 ,..., X,n = z,}. The rest of the 
proof is identical with that of Theorem 1.1. 
4. FIELDS 6,(X,) 6,(x,) - ds, t) 6,(X, A ,) 
4.1. To prove Theorem 1.3, we start with evaluating the function 
lgs, t, z) = P fi !qsi, ti). (4.1) 
i=l 
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For every s1 -C t, ,..., sk < tk, we have 
Y’z(si, ti) = N-,N,- N_,n; 
where 
Ni = PejZi, Xtt) for i= )l,...,*k, 
mi=Pt,-t-,+e,(Zi3 xt-t) for i = l,..., k 
and tci=si, cei=ci, zei=zi for i= I,..., k. Hence 
ugs, t,z)=C (-1)‘8’P 
d 
(fl Ni n Ni), 
is9 ie,f 
(4.2) 
the sum is taken over all 2k subsets $ of the set {l,..., k), 131 means the 
cardinality of d and $9 is the complement off in the set X = { + l,..., tk}. 
Let i I,..., i, be elements of 99 enumerated in such an order that 
ti, < ... < t, (we assume that all ti, icz X are distinct). The joint 
probability distribution of X,,, iE 99 is given by the formula 
where 
We introduce two extra elements (- ) and ( + ) and we define a mapping (T 
from %u(-) to (+)u% by the diagram 
( + ) + i, 4- i, 4- . . . + i” * ( - ). 
Formula (4.3) can be rewritten in the form 
where p( +, i) = 1 for all i. Hence (4.2) equals 
; (- 1 Y"' j PAZ, dx) A,k xl (4.5) 
where 
PetZ9 dx) = n Pe,tZi> dxi), (4.6) 
isx 
A,(& x) = n p(oi, i) (4.7) 
itX 
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and where e is continued to the set f by the formula o(j) = -j. The exten- 
ded mapping can be described by the following diagram 
(+ ) t ... + -j, .f. + -j, + .*. + (- ) 
T T (4.8) 
II j, 
where { j, ,..., j,} = 2. Put i <” j if i = &j for some 12 0. We note that 
-j-?j for all j = I,..., k. (4.9) 
Let C, be the class of all mappings of the form (4.8) subject to condition 
(4.9) and let C be the union of C, over all f. We note that 
A,(t, xl= 1 %b(f, x) 
0EZ.f 
where 
(all terms in the sum, except one, vanish). By (4.10) and (4.5), 
q&, f, z) = j PAZ, dx) B(t, x) 
where 
B(t,x)= c (-l)“%qo,X) 
otZ 
and I(G) means the number of vertical arrows in C. 
The class C contains (2k)!/2k mappings y of the form 
(+I ti,ci2+ ... ei2kt(-). 
(4.10) 
(4.10a) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
We put adz if y can be obtained from c by moving every element j, 
from the second row to the place in the first row directly after -j,. There 
exists a l-l correspondence between 0 EZ(~) and subsets d of the set 
Y = 9, = {i: y2i = -yi}: if e corresponds to ~2, then 
oi = y2i for iczd and ai=yi for i$d. (4.14) 
We have 
B(f, x) = c B,(t, xl (4.15) 
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where 
B&x)= 1 (-l)““‘~O(t,x) 
oe-?Jv) 
= i; Mi’, 4 - Ai”, 4) n Ai’, i) (4.16) 
i$9 
with i’ = yi, i” = y2i. 
4.2. For every real-valued function c on .K and for every set 
dcX, we put 
(4.17) 
We fix a y of the form (4.13) and we put 
pi = p(i’, i) = p(tr, xr; t;, xi), 
ai = p( tf) xi” ; ti, Xi) - p( ti., xi,,; ti, Xi), 
b’= p(tjf, xi,; ti, Xi) - p(t,., xp; ti, Xi). (4.18) 
We note that 
&,(I, x) = C adbBpx\” (4.19) 
where the sum is taken over all partitions of Y into disjoint sets ~4 and @. 
Let o be the mapping corresponding to d by formula (4.14). We introduce 
the operators 
Tpqt) = F(i) (4.20) 
where 
ii= ti+s if j-?i 
ii= Ii otherwise. (4.21) 
We note that 
ii-i,i=ti-t,i+s for i=j, ii - i,( = t, - tci for i # j; (4.22) 
ii - ii. = ti - ti, for iE9, i#j, i’#j. 
This implies that, for every j E &, the operator Ti maps 
r’, = P&p Xj) (4.23) 
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to p( -s, xjS,; tj, xj) and that it does not change the rest of the factors in the 
product &b*r”‘“. Hence 
adbgp”‘” = Rd(bSBrf\a) 
where RJ = T<*,, - TL ,,“. 
(4.24) 
We note that &, g and y are uniquely determined by (T. (If a%= --oi, 
then ie,d and yi=ai. If ai=aj= -jfor somejfi, then iga and yi=j.) 
Put 
C, = R.d(bYgrc\“). (4.25) 
By (4.15) (4.19) and (4.24) 
wt, x) = 1 C,(t, xl. 
atZ 
(4.26) 
We consider 2k independent Brownian motions X’, ie X, such that 
A’& = zi, z _; = zi. Their joint probability law is the product measure 
P, = n P,,. (4.27) 
is.x 
By (4.11) and (4.26), 
$(s, t, z) = c 1 c,tt, X,) @; (4.28) 
(TEZ 
where X, = (pi,, i E X) and t pi = si for i = l,..., k. 
4.3. We check that C,(t, x) = 0 if tni > ti and ai # ( + ) for some i 
and, using (1.25) and (4.28), we get 
(4.29) 
i=l OEZ 
where 
with 
D”,,(F) = j C,( t, X,) F(t) dt fl, (4.30) 
F(t)= fi (&(t-;3 ti)+Lfi(ti3 t-i)) (4.31) 
i=l 
and 
PA-=j fi &(dzJ P,. 
i= I 
(4.32) 
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Integration by parts yields 
RN9 = 1 b BrT\gFd dt dPL (4.33) 
where 
F,= n (TV-T,,JF. (4.34) 
jad 
To every 0 E Z there corresponds a transformation u = u,(t) of R2k given 
by the formula 
ui=ti-t CT,7 iEX (4.35) 
with t(+)= 0. The inverse mapping t = t,(u) is given by the formula 
ti= c uj. (4.36) 
j*i 
Changing variables in (4.33), we get 
with 
i’,W = F,(t,(u))v 
4.4. The next step is to evaluate 
D,,(F) = ;; Q,(F). (4.39) 
The diagram representing 0 has the form (4.8) with 9 =y(&). By the 
integration by parts, we get from (4.37)2 
D;,(F)=(-1)‘“‘“’ I qf(u, xe) g:(u, xc) P:(u, x,) F.dg(u) du dP, 
(4.40) 
* The integrand in (4.40) vanishes if ui < 0 for some i such that ui # ( + ). If ai = ( + ), then 
g$( u, x) = J$ ems ds since p,( + , i) = 1. 
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where Z=X\(Bu/)), 
qL(u, x) = g”fxi., Xi) - g”l(xi”, Xi), 
gt(4 x, =fitXoir xz). (4.41) 
It is clear from (4.34) and (4.38) that p& vanishes if ui = 0 for some in J$’ 
and so does Fdf. Therefore there exists a constant c such that 
If’~~(u)l dc n uj. 
icl 
Since up,(x, y) < l/271 for all u > 0, x, y E E, the absolute value of the 
integrand in (4.40) does not exceed a constant times 
L”(u) = 1434 X,)1 g:(% J-8) l,(u) (4.42) 
where C is the support of Fdg(u). 
4.5. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant c such that 
s PA% Y) NdY)Cg”(X, z  - g”(y, z)]’ m(dz) < c-5 [log .sl eE (4.43) 
for all x E E and all positive u, E. 
Proof. We note that 
f g”(x, z) g”(y, z) m(dz) = j: ds 1: dt P~+~(x, Y) eecs+‘). 
Hence the integral in (4.43) equals 
2 5 P~(T Y) m(h) j: ds j: dt CP,+~UI 0) - P~+~(x, ~11 epcs+‘) 
=2 j: ds j: dt CP,+~~~,~~-P,+,+,~~,~~~ e-(s+r). (444) 
Since p,(O, 0) - ~,,+~(0,0) = &[2na(a + &)I-‘, (4.44) is smaller than s/271 
times 
dte-(‘+“[(s+t)(s+t+E)]-l=S” duu-‘e-“+“~ce”llogEI. 
E 
580!62/3-6 
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4.6. We claim that, if a is not empty, then 
i H”(u) d# diPA + 0 as E -iO. 
Indeed, if i E 9, then 
L”(u) = L(u, xP.1 uu, x,1 l,(u) 
where 
L,(u, x) = Ig*qxi,, Xi) - gUi(xi”, Xi)/ 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
and L,(u, x) is a polynomial in 
f%, Xb), a, bEX, a# fb 
and 
6%-j, Xj), jc y(g). 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
Let G(u, x) be one of functions (4.47). It follows from Lemma 3.1 in [S] 
that, for every positive integer k, there exists a constant ck such that 
P,G(u, &)k < ck (4.49) 
for all u > 0 and all sufficiently small E. By the same lemma, there exist con- 
stants dk and ck such that 
P, g”(X,;j, Xi,)” < Ck [log Ejl 6k. (4.50) 
Lemma 4.1 implies that, for all sufficiently small E, 
P,L,(u, X,)‘< const si’ llog ~1 (4.51) 
and, by using Holder’s inequality, we conclude from (4.49), (4.50) and 
(4.51) that, for all sufficiently small E, 
s L”(u) du dPi. d const EC n llog si.l+. (4.52) 
je9 
Since (4.52) holds for all iES3, we get (4.45). 
4.7. If %Y is empty, then the family 
L”(u) = gf’“(u, X6) l,(u), &>O 
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is uniformly integrable relative to the measure du flA. Indeed, oi # -i for 
all i E X \ f = X\ y(Y) and we conclude from (4.49) and Holder’s 
inequality that j [L”(u)]’ du &A is bounded as E JO. Hence the integrand 
in (4.40) is also uniformly integrable. Taking into account (4.37) and 
(4.33), we conclude that (4.39) holds with 
= [ f,x(u, Xo) &44 du dP, = [ $‘(t, X0) F,(t) dr dP,. (4.53) 
J J 
By (4.24), (4.18) and (4.32), 
D>.o(f) = j- dt a”(t, xc,) f ‘%, xc,) f’(t) fl, 
; ti, ZJ - p(t,**, Zi” ; ti, zi)l 
x n p(t,,, z,,; Ii, Zi) F(t). 
i$Y 
(4.53a) 
We conclude from (4.29) (4.39) and (4.53a) that 
2I-f Vf)= @p,(f) 
exists and that it satisfies (1.27) (1.28). 
It follows from (4.40) and the first part of (4.53) that D;, and DA, are 
continuous linear functionals on CF. Hence @; and GA are continuous 
linear mappings from $S to L, i.e., random L-valued distributions. 
4.8. To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, it is sufficient to show 
that for every f~ Cr, i E A and for every positive integer k, 
FE P[!P;(f)-@“,(f)]k=O. (4.54) 
This follows from the binomial formula and Holder’s inequality if we prove 
that, for every integer k > 0, 
Ipy;(f)kl dck ilog dak, (4.55) 
IP@%f)kl < ck Ilog &I 6k, (4.56) 
PC@;(f)- 'Y?(f )12<CE IlogEl” (4.57) 
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for all sutliciently small E; here c k, c, hk, 6 are positive constants indepen- 
dent of E (but dependent on f and 2). 
We have seen that PY;(f)k is equal to the sum, over a certain class of 
oriented trees r, of the integrals 
where FE C; and the product is taken over all bonds of r. 
An analogous representation is possible for P@;(f)k. We consider 4k 
independent Brownian motions x’, Y; i E X, such that Fi = Yi = zi with 
zi= z-i and we denote their joint probability law by P,, z = (z~,..., zk). 
Using the formula 
PI-s+*&? z)= j PAZ? Y,) NJY) PEk 0) m(du) Pt-Sk VI for s < t, 
we prove that 
p ir @&i, f)= 1 (-Vf’ j A”g(t, x,, Ye) dP, 
I * is/ 
. 
wheresi=tPi, XE={XL,, ieX}), Y,={YL,,~EX) and 
(4.59) 
A,(t2 x9 Y) = fl Ptfai, uci; li, Oil 
ieX 
with cr given by the diagram (4.8) and 
vi=xi for iEf, vi= yi for iEX\f. 
Using the integration by parts formula, we see that (4.58) is not larger 
then 
m Axe., x6 ) 1 c(t) dtdP1 Cd) 
where C is the support of F. Hence (4.55) and (4.56) follow from (4.49) and 
(4.50). 
Now we consider six independent Brownian motions Xi, Y’, V’, i = 1, 2, 
such that Xi = Yh = I$, = zi. Let P,, z = (zl, z2), be their joint probability 
law and let 
PA = j A(dz,) I(dz,) P,. 
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We have 
(4.60) 
where 
F(s3 t, = fi CfCsi, li) +fCfi, si)l. 
,=l 
By introducing new variables ui = ti- si, i= 1,2, w = sI - s1 and by 
integrating by parts, we get that (4.60) is equal to 
where dp=dP,ds,du,du,dw, Q= g’*(T., J’3- g’*(T, C’, and 
F(s~, u,, u2, w) belongs to C;(R”). 
We note that 
and therefore (4.61) is equal to 
By Lemma 4.1, 
s Cg”(~,‘,~)-g(~~,~)l*d~i~c~llog~I 
for all sufhciently small E and, using Holder’s inequality and the estimates 
(4.49), (4.50), we get (4.57). 
4.9. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let @(s, t) be defined by formulae (1.30), 
(1.31) with qE replaced with GE. We note that 
6(f)- Q:(f) = j 4dz) 4, t) P&, X, ,, ,) ds dt 
= s F,(s) P&Z, x,1 ds 4dz) (4.62) 
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where 
a, t) = i7Ecc 1) - 4Eh I), 
F,(s) = jm Cds, 1) As, f) + uc(t, s) f(f, ~11 dt. s 
Since F,(s) is continuous in E, s and has a compact support, F,(s) + F,(s) 
uniformly as E JO. It follows from (4.62) and Remark 2 in Subsection 1.5 
that 
(4.63) 
where F is given by (1.34). By Theorem 1.3, 
J$ W) = wf) 
exists if qE = 0 and all statements of our theorem follow from (4.63). 
Remark. Formula (1.32) remains valid under much broader 
assumption on qE(s, t). For every interval Z= [a, b], we put 
llqll,= sup j” I+, t)l d’+,zpb jb jq(t, s)l dt. 
o<s<b s . . s 
If 11 qE - q II,1 0 as E JO for every finite interval Z, then F, --f F. uniformly and 
therefore (1.32) holds. 
5. FIELDS 6(X,-X,)- r(s, t) 
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 
presented in Section 4. Only the arguments in Subsections 4.7 and 4.8 need 
to be modified considerably. 
If v = 0, then no u-excessive function (besides 0) belongs to L’(m). Hence 
without any loss of generality, we can assume that u > 0. Changing the 
definition (1.3) we put 
g,“(x, Y) = 6 e-‘IPt(x> Y)dt 
and we change accordingly the definition of g”, g, and g. 
We start with three lemmas. 
(5.1) 
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LEMMA 5.1. For every k> 1 there exists a constant c such that 
s P&dY) gb,YYGC llogElk (5.2) 
for all sufficiently small E. 
Proof: It is known (see the Appendix in [S]) that g(x, y)=f(r) where 
r = 1 y - XJ and f(r) 6 ci for r > 1, f(r) < c2 llog rl for r d 1. Therefore 
s pE(x, dy) g(x, y)” < cl + c2 s (27~)’ ec’*‘* Ilog(r &)I” dr 
which implies (5.2). 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant c such that 
s PA-T Y) dx dy Cg”(x, z) - g”(y, 41’ < CE [log EI (5.3) 
for all z and all sufficiently small E. 
Proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
5.2. To state Lemma 5.3, we need some preparation. Let I be a 
finite set of strictly positive integers and let N = Zu (-I). With every 
positive integer-valued function l(a, b) on N x N we associate an integer- 
valued function d,(a, b) on N x N which is defined as follows. If b = +a, 
then d,(a, b) = 0. If b # fa and if Z(a, b) > 0, then d,(a, 6) = 1. For arbitrary 
a, b E N, we define d,(a, b) as the minimal value of the sum 
dda, cl) + 4(cl, c2) + ... +dr(c,-1, c,)+dr(c,, b) (5.4) 
over all collections ci,..., c, such that all terms in (5.4) are equal to 0 or 1. 
(If there are no such collections, we put d,(a, b) = CO.) Obviously, d,(a, b) = 
d,(b, a) and d,(a, b) + d,(b, c) > d,(a, c) for all a, b, c. We put 
d,(c; a, B) = d,(c, a) A d,(c, B), lj = l( i, -i); 
dz’= pZE,(x;, xei) dxi dx_i, dz’ = n dn’; 
itl 
Ilf II = Cm(f 2)11’2. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 
Qrb) = n &a, -G)‘(~~~) 
a,b E N 
(5.5) 
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and let a, p be two elements of N such that d,(c; a, /?) < co for all c E N. Then 
for all positive Bore1 functions fi , f2, 
f 
dd Q,(x) fib,) f&p) ,< cow n lh hl’l II fill II fill (5.6) 
iEl 
for all sufficiently small E. 
Proof. We put 7= Z/j, R= 7x ( -I), 
qa, b) = l(a, b) if a, bE fi, (5.7) 
=o otherwise. 
We note that Qdx) does not depend on xj, x-i and that 
where 
Q/(X) = Q-Xx) dxj, X-j)& J’j V-j 
vi = n g(xj, xJ(W 
aeE 
By the Schwartz inequality, 
s 
g(xj, X-,)” VjV-j dn’6 (A,A -j)l’* (5.10) 
where 
Ai=f g(x,, xpj)l’ cd&. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.11) 
By Lemma 5.1, 
5 g(Xj, ~-j)l’ P,(x~, x-j) dxpj < const Jlog &jJb. (5.12) 
Since for every 12 1 the function s g(x, y)‘dy is bounded, and since 
d,(j, 7) < co, the function j c dx, is also bounded and Aj < const /log ~~14. 
Therefore 
1 Qdx)fi(x,)fz(Xg) dd<const Ilog Ejl’ J Q7(x) fi(x,) f2(xg) dzi. 
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Suppose that f(c) = d,(c; a, /I) attains its maximum at j. Then 
d,(O; ~1, p) < cc for all c E fi and the integral in the right side can be 
estimated in the same manner. It remains to check that (5.5) holds in the 
case N = { tl, B}, /I = --CI. We note that 
i &c" gh, x-2 fi(XJfAX-,I d (Cl c2P2 
where 
CL = J fw .fLQ2 g( x,, X-J’” < const llog E,I’z IlfJ’ for i= 1, 2. 
This implies (5.6). 
COROLLARY. Let 7 be given by (5.7) and let d,(c; LX, j) < co for all c E N 
and ddc; CC, b) < co for all c E fi. Let A, f, and f2 be positive Bore1 functions. 
If 
i 
d& Am < q(Ei)2 for all xi, i E I, (5.13) 
then 
s dn’ Q,(x) A(x) fi(xJ fiba) 
6const q(&j) n IlOg &,I’” llfill Ilfill. 
eel 
(5.14) 
ProoJ: By the Schwartz inequality, the left side of (5.14) is not larger 
than (C, C2)‘12 where 
C, = s dz’ Q7q V’,jg(xj, x -j)2”f~~~~)fic~B,‘~ d~‘Q~f~(xm)f2(xp) 
where 
l’(a, b) = 21(a, b) if a= +Jorifb= +J, 
= [(a, 6) otherwise, 
and (4.14) follows from (5.6). 
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Remark. Since d,(c, B) = d,(c, -/?) for all c, formulae (5.6) and (5.14) 
hold for /I replaced by -fi. 
5.3. To prove Theorem 1.5, we repeat the computations done in 
Section 4 with the following modifications. We replace everywhere P with 
Pi and p,(x, y) with fit(x, v) given by (1.42) and we define gf by formula 
(5.1). 
Formula (4.29) holds with D$ given by (4.37) with an extra factor 
q,(u, X,) H,(X,) in the integrand. Here 
Va(U, xl = vp(um, -43 
H,(x) = W,) if o(B) # -P, H,(x) = h(xp) -/2(x_,) if o(p) = -/? 
where a is the preimage of ( + ) and /? is the image of ( - ) under cr. For- 
mula (4.40) holds with 
and with an extra factor &(u, X,) in the integrand. Here [,(u, x)= 
fb(u, x) H,(x) with 
Formula (4.46) should be replaced by 
We note that L,(u, x) does not exceed the sum of functions 
Kc(x) = n &,a, x,1 
ae.M 
where A=guZ\{i} and Ic runs over all maps from 4 to A’u {i, (+)} 
defined by the formula 
rca=a’ for a~dP, 
KU = a’ or a” for uEB\{i}. 
The diagram corresponding to K consists of two connected components 
and it has the form 
(+)+a... t . ..(-j)ej=i’ it ... + ..+pt(-). (5.15) 
t t 
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We note that K, = Ql with 
I(& 6) = 1 if b# +a and b=rc(a) or a=lc(b), 
/(a, b) = 0 otherwise. 
To prove (4.45) it is sufficient to show that 
p,QXxJ L(u, XJ t,(u, X,1 -+ 0 as ~10 (5.16) 
uniformly in U. Since 1 E 2, the left side is not larger than 
const I dn’Q,(x) b(u, xl L(u, xl (5.17) 
where I= { l,..., k}. To estimate (5.17), we apply Corollary in 5.2 to A(x) = 
1 gUz(xj, xi)-g”(xPj, xi)l. By Lemma 5.2, (5.13) holds for all sufficiently 
small E with j= i’ and q(c) = (cc llog &I)“* (c does not depend on u). Let ? 
be defined by (5.7). It is clear that d, and d7 satisfy the conditions of 
Corollary and, by (5.14), 
i dd Q,(x) L(u, x) f(xJ Op) 
6 const E:/’ /log sjl I’* ol, Ilog 6P Ilfll Il~ll. (5.18) 
BY (1.451, 
Ilfll”G (271u)r’ P(E) 
for f(y) = ?jP( + 00, y). Taking into account Remark at the end of Subsec- 
tion 5.2, we conclude from (5.18) that (5.16) is true. 
5.4. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that, if a is empty, then 
s L”(U)* &P, is bounded uniformly in u as E JO and therefore the family 
L’(U) is uniformly integrable. 
We use Lemma 5.3 to prove (4.55) and (4.56) and we use Lemmae 5.1 
and 5.2 to prove (4.57). 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
6.1. A weaker form of Theorem 1.2 holds for the Brownian motion 
in [w3. 
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Let E = R3 and let Q be the set of all continuous functions on (R x E)’ 
whose supports are compact and disjoint from the set { t1 = t2}. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let d = 3. To every 1 E A there corresponds a random 
measure M, on (R x E)’ such that 
wf)=fE M”,(f) in L’(P) for allf eQ 
where 
M:(f) = I 4dz) dt, 4 PAZ, x,,) PAZ, xl,). 
It can be chosen to satisfy all conditions of Theorem 1.2 (with obvious 
modifications). 
Only a little adjustment in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is needed. We start 
from the formula 
pM;:(f,)M~~(fz)=$SX{t.X,}fjt,X,}dt (6.1) 
(cf. (3.1)). The support of f E Q can be covered by a finite number of 
domains of the form I, x I, x E2 where I, and I, are finite open intervals 
with disjoint closures. It is easy to see that, for all t i E I,, t, E I,, x E E2, 
x(t, x)dcx(t,1, x11; t21, x2,) X(t,z, x12; t22, x22) 
where the constant c depends only on the distance between I, and I,. Since 
x is symmetric, the uniform integrability in (6.1) will be proved if we show 
the uniform integrability in the region V= {t,, < t,, E I,, t,, < tz2 E Z2}. Let 
Vb,s be the indicator function of the set I’= {t,, + /I > t,,). The integral 
over V,,, does not exceed gp(Xi,‘, xi) g(X,‘f, ez). By Holder’s inequality, 
we need only to estimate 
PA SC:? q2 (6.2) 
and 
PA &c: 9 qY2. (6.3) 
A computation similar to that in [S] shows that (6.2) is bounded as E IO. 
On the other hand, (6.3) does not exceed (3.8) which tends to 0 as PLO. 
The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
6.2. The function p defined by (1.42) can be interpreted as the 
transition density for the Brownian motion in R2 with constant killing rate 
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v. It possesses all the properties which we have used proving Theorems 1.1 
through 1.4. Thus these Theorems are applicable to the transition density 
(1.42). Moreover if u > 0, then Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 can be extended to the 
function. f = 1 which does not belong to 9. 
Indeed, if f = 1, then all functions Fd defined by (4.34) vanish except 
F,. Therefore the only non-zero term in (4.29) corresponds to 0 for which 
d = 0. The arguments in 4.6 show that 
D;.,(l)-0 as E+O 
if S? # 0. If d = B = 0, then by (4.37) and (4.38) 
where 
With k>O we have uniform integrability and therefore 
D,lo(l)=~$ 4~(~)=j n gtzgi, zi) fi A(dzj). 
icX i=l 
This implies the existence of the limit 
@i(l)=L$l Y;(l). 
It is easy to see from (4.60) that 
f: P[@“,(l)- !P;(l)]z=o 
and therefore 
We note that 
where 
W 1) = Cz - 2Tez g&, z) 
T,z =I m P&, x,) dt. 0 
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fn notations of CS], @‘:( 1) = ! cz i, c&( 1) = i Tz .A. Using the symbolism 
introduced in Subsection 1.8, we write 
6.3. Varadhan [ 151 has investigated the limit behaviour as E JO of 
SE(u) = j-; ds j” dt P(X, - X,) - c,u 
0 
where 
6”(x) = j cos tx e-E*2’2 dt (6.4) 
and c, are constants which grow logarithmically. He has proved the 
existence of random variables S(y, u) such that 
E(u,x,y)=P,{(S”(u)-S(y,u))21 Yu=Y)+O 
as E JO for all u > 0, x, y. 
We note that 
s 00 e-““pub, Y) F(u, x, Y) du = pE{ [f-VI) - WY, Ol’} (6.5) 0 
where p is a unit mass concentrated at x and 
h(x)=jom e -“P~(x, Y) dt. 
We replace functions (6.4) by p,(x) ( another approximation of Dirac’s 6) 
and we put 
We know (see Subsection 6.2) that there exists a random variable s(u) 
such that 
P$F(u) - S(u)y -+ 0 as E/O 
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for all k 2 1, p and h. A relation similar to (6.5) holds for every k. Using 
this relation , it is possible to prove that 
Fyu, x, y) = Px{ [SE(u) - fqU)lk I Y,= y} -+ 0 as ~10 
for every k > 1. This improves Varadhan’s result in two directions: instead 
of convergence in L*, we have convergence in Lk for all k > 1 and the limit 
does not depend on h. 
Recently Rosen [ 131 has obtained Varadhan’s renormalization of 
6(X, - X,) by using Tanaka’s generalization of Ito’s formula. 
6.4. We refer to [9] for a survey of work on occupation measures 
and occupation densities. In [12] Rosen applied occupation densities to 
investigate self-intersections of the Brownian motion in Iw*. In this case, the 
occupation density c1,(z, B) is a continuous function in z E En-’ (with 
E = W’) and it is a random measure in B c [w” such that 
1 f(t, z) dz dz, dt) = If@, X,, - X,,,..., X,,ml - XJ dt 
for every positive Bore1 function f (here t = (tl ,.,,, t,), dt = dt, . . . dt,, 
z = (zl ,..., z,)). Symbolically, 
For n=2. 
~,(z, dt) =6,(X,,-Xt,) dt, dt,= j 4 &(X,) k-.+,W,,) 1 dt, 4. 
In particular, 
~2(0> dt) = j dy &V-t,) ~,W,,) 1 dt, 4 = N,n(dt) 
where Nn(dt) = M,(dt, E). 
For an arbitrary n, c(,(z, dt) can be interpreted as an additive functional 
of n independent Brownian motions which start from the points x1 = 0, 
xi=z1+ . . . + zi- I for i > 1. A general theory of such functionals has been 
developed in [4] and [5]. 
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